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Abstract
This thesis is divided into two major topics. In the first, we study the topic of distribution
of sequences modulo one. In particular, we look at the spacing distributions between mem-
bers of rational valued sequences modulo one. We come up with examples of many such
sequences which behave as randomly chosen numbers from the unit interval. These include
examples from the class of exponentially as well as sub-exponentially growing sequences.
In the second part, we examine distribution questions for certain geometrical objects, for
example, Farey-Ford and generalized Farey-Ford polygons and Farey-Ford parabolas asso-
ciated to visible lattice points. As the names suggest, these objects are constructed based
on the relation between visible points/Farey fractions and their geometrical interpretation
in the form of Ford circles. We study the distribution of moments of various geometrical
parameters associated to these objects by giving asymptotic formulas employing tools from
analytic number theory.
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1.1 Correlations of sequences modulo one
Given a sequence of real numbers, it is natural to ask questions on its distribution, such as,
are there intervals that contain same number of elements or what is the spacing between any
two elements of the sequence and so on. Starting from the uniform distribution of sequences
to understanding the finer structure of the sequence via the pair correlation statistics, one
has several tools one uses to compare the behavior of a given sequence to a sequence of
random numbers in the unit interval. Our object of interest in the first part of this thesis is
to understand the distribution of some equidistributed rational valued sequences employing
pair correlation statistics. Before we delve further into this, let us first understand the
notions of equi-distribution and the pair correlation statistic.
1.1.1 Uniform distribution modulo one
Definition 1.1.1 (Uniform distribution modulo one). A sequence (xn)n≥1 of real numbers





#{1 ≤ k ≤ N : {xk} ∈ [a, b)} = b− a.
Many tools have been developed to determine whether a sequence of real numbers is
uniformly distributed mod one or not and the most extraordinary and widely applicable of
them being the Weyl criterion. In 1916, Weyl published a seminal paper [Wey16] in which
he came up with a criterion for uniform distribution of a sequence (xn)n≥1:
Theorem 1.1.1 (Weyl uniform distribution theorem). A sequence (xn)n≥1 is uniformly







e2πihxk = 0. (1.1.1)
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A different but a natural method to study the distribution of sequences is by looking
at the distribution of spacings between any two disjoint members of an equi-distributed
sequence. This concept called the Pair Correlation which measures the density of differences
between pairs of elements of the sequence has appeared in various forms in mathematics,
statistics, and different other branches of physics. For example, it connects the distribution
of energy levels of heavy nuclei to spacings between prime numbers. This was established
in Montgomery’s work in [Mon73] where under the assumption of the Riemann Hypothesis
it is believed that the consecutive spacings between the zeros of ζ(s) follow the Gaussian
unitary ensemble distribution from random matrix theory.
1.1.2 Pair Correlation for fractional parts of sequences
The notion of Pair Correlation for fractional parts of equi-distributed sequences was intro-
duced by Rudnick and Sarnak [RS98] in the investigation of distribution of the sequence of
{αnd}, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N, d ≥ 2 are integers and α an irrational number. It is said that if the
sequence behaves as a randomly chosen sequence in the interval [0, 1), the pair correlation
of the given sequence is Poissonian.
Definition 1.1.2 (Pair correlation statistic). Let (xn)n≥1 denotes a sequence of real numbers
in the unit interval. For any interval [β, γ] and for any positive integer N , the pair correlation
statistic is defined as














If limN→∞R(β, γ,N) exists, then as a function of the interval (β, γ) it can viewed as a
measure on R. The pair correlation is the density of this measure; that is,
lim
N→∞




For random numbers xn chosen uniformly and independently from the interval [0, 1],
R(t) = 1
in which case we say that the sequence (xn)n≥1 has Poissonian pair correlation statistic.
Hence for such sequences,
lim
N→∞
R(β, γ,N) = γ − β,
with probability tending to 1 as N →∞.
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Hence for an infinite sequence of numbers in [0, 1), the asymptotic distribution of the
pair correlations can be either Poissonian or non-Poissonian. For example, the asymptotic
distribution of the pair correlations of {αnd} is asymptotically Poissonian for “almost all”
α, in the sense of Lebesgue measure, and d ≥ 2, while it is non-Poissonian for {nα} for all α.
The latter statement is also a consequence of Steinhaus conjecture or the three gap theorem
(see [vR88], [S5́8], [S5́7], [Ś59]). Additionally, in the latter case, the spacings between {αn}
are essentially those of the energy levels of a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator while for
d = 2, the spacings of {αnd} are related to the spacings between the energy levels of the
boxed oscillator [BT77].
For a fixed α, Rudnick and Sarnak [RS98] and Heath Brown [HB10] have conjectured that
{αnd}x≥1 has Poissonian pair correlation if α is a Diophantine number. Further examples
of sequences behaving like random sequences were constructed by Rudnick and Zaharescu
in [RZ99] in the form of lacunary sequences. These are defined by a Hadamard gap condition:
an+1
an
≥ c > 1 for all n ≥ 1 and some positive constant c
They showed that the distribution of gaps between the fractional parts of αan where an is a
lacunary sequence coincides with that of a random sequence, for almost all real numbers α.
1.1.3 Pair Correlation for fractional parts of rational valued sequences
The sequences studied in all the cases above were that of integer valued sequences. With
respect to sequences taking rational values, Boca and Zaharescu [BZ00] studied the distri-
bution of spacings of fractional parts of sequences (r(n) (mod p))1≤n≤N , where r(X) is an
arbitrary rational function with integer coefficients. It is of interest to consider rational
valued sequences, with numerator and denominator not necessarily integer polynomials and
a natural question to ask in this case, is whether one can construct a family of such ratio-
nal valued sequences for which the pair correlation function behaves as that of a random
sequence. The motivation to establish this generalization comes from its significantly larger
area of applicability. From this perspective this study may additionally open the door for
future work extending results previously known for integer sequences to larger classes of
rational sequences.
In Chapter 2, we show that the pair correlation function of many one and higher dimen-
sional sequences of fractional parts of rational valued sequences, for example, {αan
bn
}n∈N, have
Poissonian pair correlation for almost all α. Our main tool (Chapter 2, Theorem 2.1.1) is a
result which reduces the generic behavior of the pair correlation of the sequence to estimat-
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ing the number of solutions to a certain Diophantine equation. Results of this flavor have
been derived before (see [RZ99] and [RS98]) where the authors used it to study the spacing
distribution for integer valued sequences. In [ALL16], the authors approach the problem of
studying the metric pair correlation of sequences by relating the pair correlation function
with the additive energy of truncations of sequences. In Chapter 2, we give applications of
Theorem 2.1.1 and Theorem 2.1.2 by supplementing examples of rational valued sequences
in one and higher dimensions which are Poissonian. Parts of the contents of Chapters 2
appeared in [CLZ15] and [CLZ16] and the case when the numerators are lacunary sequences
was dealt in [CLZ15].
1.2 Distribution questions related to Farey fractions and Ford
circles
Another important and well studied sequence in number theory is the Farey sequence. For
a fixed positive integer Q, denote FQ the set of irreducible fractions in [0, 1] whose denomi-
nator does not exceed Q. The sequence FQ is known as the Farey sequence of order Q. The
elements of this sequence, called as Farey fractions have an interesting geometrical interpre-
tation in the form of Ford circles and our research on distribution problems in this direction
has been motivated by these objects. In the second part of the thesis, we exploit this con-
nection between Farey fractions and Ford circles and investigate the asymptotic behavior of
several quantities of arithmetic and geometric interest.
1.2.1 Farey-Ford polygons and Farey-Ford parabolas
Ford circles are defined for each Farey fraction a/q as a circle Ca/q in the Euclidean plane with
center at (a/q, 1/(2q2)) and radius 1/(2q2). Two Ford circles Ca/q and Ca′/q′ are tangent to
each other if and only if a/q and a′/q′ are neighboring Farey fractions in some Farey sequence
FQ and disjoint otherwise. Capitalizing this knowledge of the centers of Ford circles in terms
of Farey fractions, the authors in [HZ16] define parabolas for each rational number a
q
with







. The relation between these
parabolas and Ford circles was established in terms of tangencies of Ford circles and points
of intersection of two parabolas. The authors in [HZ16] give a necessary condition for two
Ford circles to be tangent to each other in terms of the points of intersection of two parabolas.
About three decades earlier, Ishibashi, Kanemitsu and Nowak in [IKN84] define certain
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geometric objects by exploiting the connection between Farey-fractions and Ford circles.
They construct triangles, called as Farey-Ford triangles, having one of the vertex as the
tangent point of two Ford circles and the other two vertices which join the hypotenuse of this
right angled triangle are tangent points of the two Ford circles with the x-axis. They study
the asymptotics of both Euclidean and hyperbolic lengths of the polygonal line consisting of
all the legs of Farey-Ford triangles corresponding to neighboring Farey fractions of order Q
in the unit interval.
In Chapter 3, we develop the theory of new objects, called as the Farey-Ford polygons.
These are Euclidean (resp. hyperbolic) polygons formed by joining points (0, 1/2) and
(1, 1/2) by Euclidean (resp. hyperbolic) geodesics and forming the “bottom” of the polygon
by connecting centers of neighboring Ford circles by Euclidean (resp. hyperbolic) geodesics.
In order to understand a geometrical object, it is natural to begin by looking at the most
common notions traditionally studied in geometry with respect to the object and so in here
we examine some of these notions. In Chapter 4, we study the Euclidean and hyperbolic dis-
tances between vertices, angles, slopes of edges and areas. These quantities can be described
using a measurable function defined on the Farey triangle Ω := {(x, y) ∈ (0, 1]2 : x+ y > 1}.
Asymptotics for moments and their averages for Euclidean distances was studied separately
in [CMZ15]. It is interesting that although, as Q increases, the geometric quantities change
wildly as more and more circles of various sizes appear between any two given circles, their
moments satisfy nice asymptotic formulas as we will see in Chapter 4. Results of Chapters 3
and 4 appeared in [CMZ15] and [ACMZ15]. Using generalized Ford circle packing introduced
in [GM10], in Section 4.3, Chapter 4, we define generalized Farey-Ford polygons and study
moments of Euclidean distances joining vertices of the polygon.
The final chapter is based on the parabolas defined by the authors in [HZ16]. It was shown
by the authors in [HZ16] that for a fixed positive integer Q the area Area(Q) under the arcs
of the set of parabolas joining centers of Ford circles that lie on or above the line y = 1
2Q2
satisfies a nice asymptotic formula. Using numerical computations, the authors conjecture
that the function QArea(Q) is oscillating though this was not visible from their formula for
Area(Q). In chapter 5, along with giving a complete classification of points of intersection of
these parabolas in terms of Ford circle tangencies, we prove the above conjecture by providing
a sharper estimate of Area(Q) involving terms which oscillate as Q tends to infinity. The
contents of the chapter also appeared in [Cha17].
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Chapter 2
Pair Correlation of sequences modulo one
In this chapter we define the pair correlation statistic, we understand what it means for a
sequence to be Poissonian and investigate properties of one and higher dimensional rational-
valued sequences which show Poissonian pair correlation behavior. The pair correlation
statistic for an equi-distributed sequence of N numbers in [0, 1] measures the normalized
spacings between the members. We will employ a smooth analog of the pair correlation
statistic defined as follows:
Definition 2.0.1 (Smooth analog of the pair correlation statistic). Consider a test function
f ∈ C∞c (R) with the support of f contained in the interval (β, γ). In this setting, the pair












This function counts the number of spacings as above, now with a weight given by f . The





As a matter of notation, if the elements of the given sequence x1, x2, . . . are all multiplied by
a real number α, then the corresponding quantity R(f,N) associated to the new sequence
αx1, αx2, . . . will be denoted by R(f,N, α). One can analogously define the pair correlation
statistic for higher dimensional sequences. By a rational valued vector sequence ~x we mean,
for fixed k and r ∈ N, a map ~x : Nk → Qr. Let {y} designate the fractional part of a real
number y. Fix N ∈ N and let ~t ∈ Rr. For β and γ real numbers such that 0 ≤ β < γ, and
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~x : Nk → Rr, consider the ratio





~m1, ~m2 ∈ B(k,N) :
{










where the symbol “ · ” denotes the standard scalar product and where B(k,N) = Nk∩[0, N ]k.
A smooth form of this quantity is given by considering a test function f ∈ C∞c (R) with the






F (~t · ~x(~m1)− ~t · ~x(~m2)), (2.0.2)
where F (y) =
∑
m∈Z
f(Nk(y +m)). If a vector sequence ~x : Nk → Rr takes values in [0, 1]r






2.1 Poissonian behavior for rational valued sequences
In this section we identify those rational valued vector as well as one-dimensional sequences
whose pair correlation statistic behaves in the same way as that of a uniformly distributed
random sequence; that is for which (2.0.1) is satisfied.
Theorem 2.1.1. Let f ∈ C∞c (R) with the support of f contained in the interval (0,∞) and
consider maps ~a : Nk → Zr and ~b : Nk → (Z \ {0})r. Let ~x =
~a
~b
such that ~a,~b, and ~x satisfy
the following conditions:
1. (Injectivity). ~x(~m1) 6= ~x(~m2) if ~m1 6= ~m2.
2. (Growth Condition). lim
N→∞
∑r
i=1 log(lcm {bi(~m) : ~m ∈ B})
logN
= 0.
3. (Number of Solutions). For any δ > 0 and for any positive integer N , the set A~a,~b,N
has size at most O~a,~b,δ(N
4k−1−δ), where
A~a,~b,N :=
(n1, n2, ~m1, ~m2, ~m′1, ~m′2) ∈ Z2+4k
∣∣∣∣∣
n1(~x(~m1)− ~x(~m2)) = n2(~x(~m′1)− ~x(~m′2)),
~m1 6= ~m2 ∈ B(k,N), ~m′1 6= ~m′2 ∈ B(k,N),
and 1 ≤ |n1|, |n2| ≤ Nk+δ
 .
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f(x)dx as N →∞.







where a = (an)n∈N and b = (bn)n∈N are positive integer valued sequences. Consequently, in
this case, we have the following corollary to Theorem 2.1.1.






be a positive sequence. Assume that a, b, and x
satisfy the following conditions:
(i) xn 6= xm if n 6= m.
(ii) lim
N→∞
log(lcm(b1, . . . , bN))
logN
= 0.
(iii) For any δ > 0, there exists a constant Cδ > 0 depending on the sequences a and b such




(n1, n2, j, k, l,m) ∈ Z6
∣∣∣ n1(xj − xk) = n2(xl − xm), 1 ≤ j 6= k ≤ N,
1 ≤ l 6= m ≤ N, and 0 ≤ |n1|, |n2| ≤M
}
.




f(x)dx as N →∞.
2.1.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1.1
Let f ∈ C∞c (R) be a test function with support contained in a fixed interval inside (0,∞).




























We now consider the mean of R(f,N)(~t ).
2.1.2 Mean of R(f,N, α)

















Proof. Recall that the support of f is contained in a fixed interval and since t ∈ [0, 1], we
































If we write ~t = (t1, t2, . . . , tr), then for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the function R(f,N)(~t ) is periodic in each






























2.1.3 Variance of R(f,N, α)































|R(f,N)(~t )− f̂(0)|2 dt1 . . . dtr.
For ease of notation, we will denote P =
r∏
i=1
[0, PN(bi)] and write the last expression on the

















































































































The above integral is nonzero precisely when the tuple (n1, n2, ~m1, ~m′1, ~m2,
~m′2) satisfies the
equation
n1(~t · ~x( ~m1)− ~t · ~x( ~m2)) = n2(~t · ~x( ~m′1)− ~t · ~x( ~m′2)),

























is negligible for large enough
n
Nk
, we break the sum over n1 and n2 in the above
expression in the ranges 0 < |n1| ≤ Nk+δ, |n1| > Nk+δ, 0 < |n2| ≤ Nk+δ and |n2| > Nk+δ.






















where A~a,~b,N is a subset of Z2+4k consisting of solutions (n1, n2, ~m1, ~m2, ~m′1, ~m′2) to
n1(~x( ~m1)− ~x( ~m2)) = n2(~x( ~m′1)− ~x( ~m′2)),
with ~m1 6= ~m2 ∈ B, ~m′1 6= ~m′2 ∈ B, 1 ≤ |n1|, |n2| ≤ Nk+δ. Note that the last term in (2.1.1)













By assumption (2) of Theorem 2.1.1, for any fixed ε > 0 one has PN(bi) ≤ N ε for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r











for some δ > 0.
2.1.4 Proof of Theorem 2.1.1
Using the decay of the variance from Proposition 2.1.4 we show that for each f ∈ C∞c (R),
there is a set of full measure in Rr depending on f , such that for all ~t in this set R(f,N)(~t )→
f̂(0) for a subsequence Nm ∼ m1+δ1 , where δ1 > 0. For δ above small enough with respect
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∣∣∣R(f,Nm)(~t )− f̂(0)∣∣∣2 ∈ L1([−A,A]r). Thus the sum is finite almost everywhere,
so R(f,Nm)(~t )→ f̂(0) as m→∞ for almost all ~t ∈ Rr. One can show that if Nm ∼ m1+δ1
and Nm ≤ N < Nm+1, then for almost all ~t, R(f,N)(~t ) − R(f,Nm)(~t ) → 0. The proof
of this is identical to the details provided in [RZ99] while proving Theorem 1. With this
established, we have that R(f,N)(~t )→ f̂(0) for all ~t in a set of full measure depending on
f . By a diagonalization argument as in [RS98], this gives us convergence for all ~t in a subset
of full measure that works for all test functions f ∈ C∞c (R). This completes the proof of
Theorem 2.1.1. Corollary 2.1.2 follows by taking k = r = 1 in Theorem 2.1.2 and letting
M = N1+δ for some fixed δ > 0.
2.2 Examples of Sequences with Poissonian Pair Correlation
Property
In this chapter we focus on the pair correlation of sequences {αan/bn}, and provide explicit
examples of such sequences which exhibit Poissonian pair correlation property. We start
with examples of sequences for which ans are terms of a lacunary or sub-lacunary sequence.
2.2.1 Lacunary and sub-lacunary sequences
A lacunary sequence is an exponentially fast growing integer sequence (nk)k≥1. It is defined
by the Hadamard gap condition
nk+1
nk
≥ q, k ≥ 1, (2.2.1)
for some fixed constant q > 1. Weyl’s paper [Wey16] contained a result for equi-distribution of
parametric sequences of the form {αnk}k≥1, where (nk)k≥1 is a sequence of distinct positive
integers and α is a real number between 0 and 1. As a consequencee of this result, the
sequence {αnk} is uniformly distributed modulo one for almost all α. Rudnick and Zaharescu
[RZ99] investigated the pair correlation statistic for such sequences and proved it to be
13











for all 0 ≤ α < 1 except on a set of Lebesgue measure 0. Soon after, Berkes, Philipp and
Tichy [BPT01] proved a more general result for sequences growing with a sub-exponential




≥ 1 + εk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,
where εk → 0 as k → ∞. The history of distribution properties of sublacunary sequences
dates much back than the above result by Berkes, Phillip and Titchy. Infact, Erdos showed
that if (nk) is a sequence of positive integers satisfying
nk+1
nk
≥ 1 + c
ka
(2.2.2)
for some c > 0 and 0 ≤ a < 1/2, then sin(2πnkα) behaves like a sequence of independent
random variables and the result is invalid for a = 1/2. Various other results on sublacunary
sequences of real numbers have been obtained in [Mos05] and [AM05]. Our first theorem
gives an example of rational valued one-dimensional sequences xn = an/bn with an satisfying
the Erdos-gap condition given by (2.2.2) and bns satisfying some growth condition.
2.2.2 Main results
Theorem 2.2.1. Let a = (an)n∈N be a sequence of positive integer numbers satisfying the
Erdos-gap condition (2.2.2) with some fixed constants c0 > 0 and 0 ≤ a < 1/2, and let




= 0 such that the sequence






is injective. Then for almost all real numbers α, the pair correlation





Notice that on setting a = 0, condition (2.2.2) reduces to the Hadamard gap condition
(2.2.1) and subsequently the above result holds for lacunary sequences.
Corollary 2.2.2. Let a = (an)n∈N be a lacunary sequence of positive integer numbers and
let b = (bn)n∈N be a sequence of positive integers for which bn ≤ A + log n for some fixed
14







Then for almost all real numbers α, the pair correlation of the fractional part of the sequence
αx = (αxn)n∈N satisfies R(f,N, α)→
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)dx as N →∞.
For instance, the sequence xn =
5n
blog(log n)c
satisfies the above conditions. The next
theorem covers a much larger class of examples.
Corollary 2.2.3. For almost all real numbers α and any positive integer g which is not a













Note that Corollary 2.2.3 does not follow from Corollary 2.2.2 since 2ω(n) can be much
larger then log n. We also look at examples coming from higher dimensional rational val-
ued sequences defined in the last section. The pair correlation for fractional parts of vec-
tor sequences were studied in [BZ01] where the authors construct examples in the form of
sequences of fractional parts of integer polynomials in several variables, lacunary integer
sequences and linear combination between them and show that these have poissonian pair
correlation property. In here we draw our attention at more general vector sequences and
prove the following:
Theorem 2.2.4. Let f ∈ C∞c (R) with the support of f contained in the interval (0,∞)
and let p1, p2, p3, and p4 be distinct primes. Let ~b : N2 → N be a vector sequence such


















. Then for almost all ~t in R2 the pair








f(x)dx as N →∞.









where ω(n) denotes the number of distinct
prime factors of n.
Remark. The class of examples provided in Theorem 2.2.4 differs from the known examples
of vector sequences from [BZ01] in two important ways: First, we are allowing rational
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values; Secondly, previously known explicit examples of integer valued vector sequences
~a(~v) = (a1(~v), a2(~v), . . . , ar(~v)) were such that the jth component of aj was determined only
by the jth component of ~v. In the above theorem we allow the components of ~x to be
dependent on both values m and n.
2.2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2.2
Let a = (an)n∈N be a sub-lacunary sequence of positive integer numbers satisfying the Erdos-











is injective. Since a is
sub-lacunary, there exists some constant c0 > 0 and a constant 0 < a < 1/2 such that
an+1
an
≥ 1 + co
na


























where the last inequality is due to the fact that the indices m,m − 1, . . . , n are bounded




= 0, bn ≤ D0 + log n for some constant
D0 > 0 and all n ∈ N. We first prove the following fact which gives a relation between terms
of the sequence and their indices.





)−1 log(D0 + log v).





. Then either v ≤ u, in which case we are done, or v > u.




)v−u ≤ av ≤
aubv
bu





)v−u ≤ (D0 +log v), which implies v−u ≤ (log (1 + c0Na ))−1 log(D0 +log v).
We now begin the proof of Theorem 2.2.2.
Proof. By our assumption, for any fixed ε > 0 and n large enough, we have bn ≤ ε log n.
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Therefore, for N large we have





log p ≤ (ε logN)π(bε logNc)
= Oε (N
ε) ,
where in the second last inequality, we use the prime number theorem π(x) ∼ x
log x
as
x→∞. This shows that condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1.2 is satisfied. Next, in order to show
that condition (iii) is satisfied, we need an upper bound for the size of the set
A = Aa,b,M,N =
{
(n1, n2, j, k, l,m) ∈ Z6
∣∣∣ n1(xj − xk) = n2(xl − xm), 1 ≤ j 6= k ≤ N,
1 ≤ l 6= m ≤ N, and 0 ≤ |n1|, |n2| ≤M
}
.
We will partition A into disjoint subsets in 3 stages in such a way as to reduce the problem
to counting tuples in a box contained in Z4. At various points we will appeal to symmetries
in the equation n1(xj − xk) = n2(xl − xm) to complete our count of solutions. First, we
partition A into the disjoint union of four sets:
A1 := {(n1, n2, j, k, l,m) ∈ A : xj > xk, xl > xm}
A2 := {(n1, n2, j, k, l,m) ∈ A : xj < xk, xl > xm}
A3 := {(n1, n2, j, k, l,m) ∈ A : xj > xk, xl < xm}
A4 := {(n1, n2, j, k, l,m) ∈ A : xj < xk, xl < xm}
We will now focus on A1. We can assume that xj ≥ xl, and that n1 and n2 are
positive. Then #(A1) will be four times our count under these assumptions. Next, we
partition A1 into N2 disjoint subsets. Fix two integers j0, l0 ∈ [1, N ]. Define A1j0,l0 :=




. We partition A1j0,l0 into the disjoint union of 4 sets:
B1j0,l0 :=
{












(n1, n2, j0, k, l0,m) ∈ A1j0,l0 : k < j0 − L,m < l0 − L
}
Figure 2.1 illustrates how A is partitioned.
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Figure 2.1: The directed arrows indicate set containment; the head of an arrow is contained
in the tail.
We will now obtain bounds on the sizes of the sets B,E, F , and G.
Claim 1. #(B1j0,l0) ≤M(2L+ 1)
2.


















Similarly, m < l0+L. In the set B
1
j0,l0
, possible values of k lie in the interval [j0−L, j0+L) and
possible values of m lie in the interval [l0 − L, l0 + L). Consider 6-tuples (n1, n2, j0, k, l0,m)
in B1j0,l0 . The k-component admits at most 2L+1 values. The m-component admits at most
2L + 1 values. For fixed k and m, the n1 component can take at most M values. If k, m,




Claim 2. #(G1j0,l0) ≤MN.
We need the following lemma to prove this claim.
Lemma 2.2.6. If l0 < j0 − L, then G1j0,l0 is empty.









)j0−l0 > al0 (1 + c0Na )L.
Consider the equality n1(xj0 − xk) = n2(xl0 − xm). We have the following upper bound
for the right hand side:
n2(xl0 − xm) ≤ n2xl0 = n2
al0
bl0






Also, k < j0 − L implies that ak <
aj0
(1+ c0Na )







































. This immediately leads to a contradiction.
Next, we establish a bound for the size of G1j0,l0 .







G1j0,l0 . Take any other (n1, n2, j0, k, l0,m) ∈ G
1
j0,l0















(xl0 − xm)(xj0 − xk∗)

















> 1. Then n1n
∗
2 ≥ n2n∗1 + 1, and n1n2
n∗2
n∗1
≥ 1 + 1
n2n∗1











≤ 1 − 1
M2






















∣∣∣∣(1− α1)(1− α2)(1− α3)(1− α4) − 1
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣(1− α1)(1− α2)− (1− α3)(1− α4)(1− α3)(1− α4)
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣(1− α1)(1− α2)− (1− α3)(1− α4)(1− 1
2014M2
)2












































. Next, the compo-




if this is integer. So there are at most M pairs (n1, n2). Fix a pair (n1, n2).
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There are at most N pairs (k,m) that solve the equation because choosing k fixes m. Hence
#(G1j0,l0) ≤MN .
Claim 3. #(F 1j0,l0) ≤ (2L+ 1)M and #(E
1
j0,l0
) ≤ (2L+ 1)M .













)L ≤ (D0 + logN)(
1 + c0
Na
)L < 1100M3 .
In F 1j0,l0 , j0 − L ≤ k ≤ j0 + L. Fix k


































≤ 2M . Thus
n1
n2
∈ (β∗ − 1
50M2





∈ (β∗ − 1
50M2
, β∗ + 1
50M2
















∣∣∣∣ ≤ 125M2 ,
which is a contradiction. Thus we have M choices for (n1, n2) that correspond to each choice
of k of which there are 2L+ 1. Hence, #(F 1j0,l0) ≤ (2L+ 1)M .
The bound for #(E1j0,l0) follows similarly to #(F
1
j0,l0














































































Thus we have M choices for (n1, n2) that correspond to each choice of m of which there are
2L+ 1. We have #(E1j0,l0) ≤ (2L+ 1)M .
To conclude, #(A1) = 4(
∑
j0,l0
#(A1j0,l0)). Note that if xj0 ≥ xl0 , then l0 < j0 +L. Hence,































≤MN2(2L+ 1)2 + (2L+ 1)MN2 + (2L+ 1)MN2 +MN2(2L+ 1).
Thus
#(A1) ≤ 4(MN2(2L+ 1)2 + 3(2L+ 1)MN2).






This shows that our sequence x satisfies condition (iii) of Corollary 2.1.2, which completes
the proof of Corollary 2.2.2.
As for Corollary 2.2.3, the proof that condition (iii) is satisfied goes along the same lines
as above. Also, condition (ii) of Corollary 2.1.2 is satisfied since






for any fixed c > log 2 (for bound on ω(n), see for example [Wig07]). Finally, condition (i)





2.2.4 Proof of Theorem 2.2.4
We will use Theorem 2.1.1 to prove Theorem 2.2.4. Before that we prove the following
technical result.
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Proposition 2.2.7. For any fixed positive integer E, and distinct primes p1 and p2, the
number of solutions n(E) of
T2(p
C
1 R− pD2 S) = E
where T2, C,D,R, and S are integers satisfying the bounds |C|, |D| ≤ N ; and |R|, |S| ≤
logN , satisfies n(E)ε N1+ε for some ε > 0.
Proof. We begin by assuming
pC1 |R|
pD2 |S|






≤ 2. Thus, taking the
logarithm of this inequality and using the bounds on the variables R and S, we have
C log p1 = D log p2 + O (log logN).
This implies, for a fixed value of D, C is determined uniquely up to O (log logN). Also note,
fixing all variables except T2 in T2(p
C
1 R−pD2 S) = E determines T2. Thus, for a fixed positive
integer E, the number of choices of (T2, C,D,R, S) satisfying the equation
T2(p
C
1 R− pD2 S) = E









|pC1 R| ≤ |pC1 R − pD2 S| ≤
3
2
|pC1 R|. Using the fact that T2(pC1 R− pD2 S) = E, this inequality can be rewritten as
1
2
∣∣pC1 R∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣ET2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 32 ∣∣pC1 R∣∣ .
Thus, taking the logarithm of this inequality and using the bounds on the variables T2 and R,
we have C log p1 = log |E|+ O (logN). This implies, for a fixed value of E, C is determined
uniquely up to O (logN). Fixing all variables except T2 in T2(p
C
1 R − pD2 S) = E determines




1 R− pD2 S) = E
is ε N1+ε for some ε > 0.





and interchange the roles of C and D in the argument
above, the proposition is proven.
Now we begin the proof of Theorem 2.1.2.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1.2. Let ~b : N2 → N be a vector sequence relatively prime to p1, p2, p3,

















satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1.1.
We begin by verifying the injectivity condition. Assume that ~x(~m1) = ~x(~m2), where











Since ~b : N2 → N is relatively prime to p1 and p2, we can conclude that a1 = c1 and b1 = d1.





= 0. We are left
to verify that the size of the set
AN =
(n1, n2, ~m1, ~m2, ~m′1, ~m′2) ∈ Z10
∣∣∣∣∣
n1(~x(~m1)− ~x(~m2)) = n2(~x(~m′1)− ~x(~m′2)),
~m1 6= ~m2 ∈ B, ~m′1 6= ~m′2 ∈ B,
and 1 ≤ |n1|, |n2| ≤ N2+δ

is at most O ε(N
6+ε) for any ε > 0. Let ~m1 = (a1, b1), ~m2 = (c1, d1), ~m
′
1 = (a2, b2) and
~m′2 = (c2, d2).















































is at most O ε(N
6+ε) for 0 ≤ a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2 ≤ N and 1 ≤ |n1|, |n2| ≤ N2+δ.
We will count the number of solutions by breaking AN into subsets depending on the
relationship between a1 and c1, b1 and d1, a2 and c2 and between b2 and d2.
That is, we have the following subsets:
Type 1. {(n1, n2, a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2) ∈ AN |a1 > c1, b1 > d1, a2 > c2, b2 > d2}. Based
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on the symmetries of the system of equations (2.2.4), the number of solutions in this subset
is the same as the number of solutions in AN under the conditions a1 < c1, b1 < d1, a2 >
c2, b2 > d2; a1 < c1, b1 < d1, a2 < c2, b2 < d2; or a1 > c1, b1 > d1, a2 < c2, b2 < d2.
Type 2. {(n1, n2, a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2) ∈ AN |a1 > c1, b1 < d1, a2 > c2, b2 < d2}. Based
on the symmetries of the system of equations (2.2.4), the number of solutions in this subset
is the same as the number of solutions in AN under the conditions a1 < c1, b1 > d1, a2 <
c2, b2 > d2; a1 < c1, b1 > d1, a2 > c2, b2 < d2; or a1 > c1, b1 < d1, a2 < c2, b2 > d2.
Type 3. {(n1, n2, a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2) ∈ AN |a1 > c1, b1 > d1, a2 > c2, b2 < d2}. Based
on the symmetries of the system of equations (2.2.4), the number of solutions in this subset
is the same as the number of solutions in AN under the conditions a1 > c1, b1 < d1, a2 >
c2, b2 > d2; a1 > c1, b1 > d1, a2 < c2, b2 > d2; a1 > c1, b1 < d1, a2 < c2, b2 < d2; a1 < c1, b1 >
d1, a2 < c2, b2 < d2; a1 < c1, b1 < d1, a2 > c2, b2 < d2; a1 < c1, b1 < d1, a2 < c2, b2 > d2; or
a1 < c1, b1 > d1, a2 > c2, b2 > d2.
Note that there are instances were certain variables in the system of equations (2.2.4) will
be equal, that is one or more of the following is true: a1 = c1, b1 = d1, a2 = c2, or b2 = d2.
However, the size of the set A under these conditions is bounded by the size of the subsets
of type 1, 2, and 3. Now we proceed by bounding the size of these subsets.
Lemma 2.2.8. The size of the set
A1,N := {(n1, n2, a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2) ∈ AN |a1 > c1, b1 > d1, a2 > c2, b2 > d2}
is Oε(N
6+ε) for some ε > 0 .















b2−d2b(c2, d2)− b(a2, b2)
)
. (2.2.5)
Let n1 = K1p1
u1p2
v1 where (K1, p1) = 1 and (K1, p2) = 1. Let n2 = K2p1
u2p2
v2 where
(K2, p1) = 1 and (K2, p2) = 1. Note that 1 ≤ |K1|, |K2| ≤ N2+δ, u1, u2 δ logp1 N ,
and v1, v2 δ logp2 N . By equating the p1-adic and p2-adic valuations in (2.2.5), we have
u1 +c1 = u2 +c2 and v1 +d1 = v2 +d2 respectively. Let a1−c1 = A, b1−d1 = B, a2−c2 = C,
24





2 b(c1, d1)− b(a1, b1)
)




2 b(c2, d2)− b(a2, b2)
)
. (2.2.6)
For a fixed tuple (u1, u2, v1, v2), the size of the set A1,N is equal to the size of the set
(K1, K2, A,B,C,D, a1, d1) solving equation (2.2.6)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 ≤ a1, d1 ≤ N,
0 < A,B,C,D ≤ N,
1 ≤ |K1|, |K2| ≤ N2+δ

times the number of valid choices of (u1, u2, v1, v2). Let T1 = K1b(a2, b2)b(c2, d2) and let












2 b(c2, d2)− b(a2, b2)
)
. (2.2.7)
Note that the tuple (T1, T2, A,B,C,D, a1, d1) almost determines (K1, K2, A,B,C,D, a1, d1)
because K1, K2 are divisors of T1, T2 respectively, and the number of divisors of T1, T2 is
bounded by (N2+δ+ε)ε1 for any ε1 > 0. Let P = b(c1, d1), Q = b(a1, b1), R = b(c2, d2), and














Note that the number of valid tuples satisfying equation (2.2.7) is less than or equal to the
number of valid tuples (T1, T2, A,B,C,D, P,Q,R, S) satisfying (2.2.8) times the number of
choices of (a1, d1) with a1, d1 ≤ N . That is, the number of valid tuples satisfying equation
(2.2.7) is less than or equal to N2 times the number of valid tuples satisfying (2.2.8).
Thus to complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to show that the number of choices
of (T1, T2, A,B,C,D, P,Q,R, S) satisfying equation (2.2.8) is of the order N
4+ε2 for some
ε2 > 0.





2 P − T2pC1 pD2 R = T1Q− T2S. (2.2.9)
Let L := T1Q− T2S. We look at the following two cases.
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2 R and T1 =
T2S
Q
. The second equality








2 R, we can
equate p1-adic and p2-adic valuations to deduce that A = C and B = D. Thus, the number
of choices of (T1, T2, A,B,C,D, P,Q,R, S) satisfying equation (2.2.9) such that L = 0 is
bounded by a constant, dependent on ε2, times N
4+ε2 .
Case 2: Let L 6= 0. From equation (2.2.9), we see that both p1min(A,C) and p2min(B,D)
divide L. Note that since |T1| ≤ N2+δ and |Q|, |S|  logN , we have |L|  N2+δ logN . com-
bining these two observations, we have min(A,C) δ logp1 N and min(B,D) δ logp2 N .
In equation (2.2.9), if we fix T1, A,B,C,D, P,Q,R, and S, then T2 is determined. Hence,
the number of choices of (T1, T2, A,B,C,D, P,Q,R, S) satisfying equation (2.2.9) such that
L 6= 0 is bounded by a constant, dependent on ε2, times N4+ε2 .
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 2.2.8 bounded the size of subsets of type 1. The following lemma will consider the
size of subsets of type 2.
Lemma 2.2.9. The size of the set
A2,N := {(n1, n2, a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2) ∈ AN |a1 > c1, b1 < d1, a2 > c2, b2 < d2}
is Oε(N
6+ε) for some ε > 0.













a2−c2b(c2, d2)− p2d2−b2b(a2, b2)
)
. (2.2.10)
With a change of variable analogous to that in the proof of lemma 2.2.8, we are reduced
to showing that the number of solutions (n1, n2, a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2) ∈ A2,N to equation








pC1 R− pD2 S
)
(2.2.11)
times N2, where |T1|, |T2| δ,ε N2+δ+ε; A,B,C,D ≤ N ; and P,Q,R, S ≤ logN .
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 2.2.9, we consider separately the cases where
each of the fractions
∣∣∣∣pA1 PpB2 Q
∣∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣∣pC1 RpD2 S
∣∣∣∣ resides in one of the intervals (0, 1N10 ) , [ 1N10 , N10),
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. By taking the






. From these observations, the number of solutions of equation (2.2.10) in this






∣∣∣∣ N10 or 1N10 
∣∣∣∣pC1 RpD2 S
∣∣∣∣ N10.
By taking the logarithm of the above inequality, we obtain
A log p1 = B log p2 + O (logN) .
Thus, a choice of A almost fixes B. Then note that for a fixed T1, A, B, P , and Q, the left
hand side of equation (2.2.11) is a fixed value, say E. Thus by proposition 2.2.7 the number
of choices of T2, C, D, R, and S satisfying this equation is bounded by N
1+ε for some ε > 0.



















































. By taking the
p1-adic and p2-adic valuations of both sides of equation (2.2.13), we see that the choices of
C and B are each at most O (logN). From these observations, the number of solutions of
equation (2.2.10) in this case is  N4+ε for some ε > 0.
This completes all cases. Because we wanted to show that the number of solutions
(T1, T2, A,B,C,D, P,Q,R, S) to equation (2.2.11) times N
2 was at most N6+ε for some
ε > 0, we have completed the proof of Lemma 2.2.9.
We complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.2 by bounding the size of subsets of type 3.
Lemma 2.2.10. The size of the set
A3,N := {(n1, n2, a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2) ∈ AN |a1 > c1, b1 > d1, a2 > c2, b2 < d2}
is Oε(N
6+ε) for some ε > 0.














a2−c2b(c2, d2)− p2d2−b2b(a2, b2)
)
. (2.2.14)
With a change of variable analogous to that in the proof of lemma 2.2.8, we are reduced
to showing that the number of solutions (n1, n2, a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2) ∈ A3,N to equation










pC1 R− pD2 S
)
, (2.2.15)
where |T1|, |T2| ≤ N2+δ logN ; A,B,C,D ≤ N ; and P,Q,R, S ≤ logN . The p1-adic valu-
ation of both sides provides that min(A,C)  logp1 logN . The p2-adic valuation similarly
provides that min(B,D)  logp2 logN . Using these facts, and that fixing T1, A, B, C, D,
P , Q, R and S fixes T2, the number of solutions to equation (2.2.15) is bounded by N
4+ε for
some ε > 0.
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satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 2.1.1. This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.1.2.
We conclude with the following remark.
Remark. As in Corollary 3 of [BZ01], one can use the class of sequences allowed in Theorem
2.1.2 and the classes of rational valued sequences provided in [CLZ15] to construct longer
rational valued vector sequence whose fractional part has pair correlation sums R(f,N)(~t )
satisfying R(f,N)→
∫∞
−∞ f(x)dx as N →∞.
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Chapter 3
Geometric objects associated to visible points
Points with integer coordinates are called lattice points. In this thesis we only focus on
points in two dimensional plane R2. A lattice point is called visible if the line segment
joining the point to the origin contains no other lattice points. A lattice point is visible
if and only if gcd(q, a) = 1. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the set
of visible lattice points inside the triangle with vertices (0, 0), (Q, 0), (Q,Q) and the set of
Farey fractions of order Q and, where a visible point (q, a) corresponds to the Farey fraction
a/q. We first outline some basic properties of Farey fractions and then study their various
geometric interpretations in terms of Ford circles, polygons and parabolas.
Definition 3.0.1 (Farey fraction of order Q). Given a positive integer Q, a Farey fraction
of order Q is a rational number in reduced form in the interval [0, 1] with denominator at
most Q.
We denote by FQ the sequence of Farey fractions of order Q, arranged in order of increasing
size. The successive terms in FQ can be characterized using the following result collected
from [ [HR18, Theorems 28,30].
Lemma 3.0.1. (i) If a′/q′ < a/q are two successive Farey fractions in FQ, then
aq′ − a′q = 1 and q + q′ > Q.
(ii) If 1 ≤ max(q, q′) ≤ Q < q + q′ and aq′ − a′q = 1 with 0 ≤ a′ < q′, 0 ≤ a < q then a′/q′
and a/q are successive terms in FQ.
The Weyl’s criterion (1.1.1) shows that FQ for all Q is uniformily distributed in the interval
[0, 1]. Moreover these sequences have small discrepancy which further shows that these are
well distributed modulo one. The discrepancy of a sequence (xn)n≥1 is defined as
D(N) = sup
0≤α≤1
∣∣∣∣#(1 ≤ n ≤ N | xn ∈ [0, α])N − α
∣∣∣∣
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and for FQ it was proved by Dress [Dre99] that D(Q) = Q−1. One way to measure the
departure of FQ from a perfectly uniformly distributed sequence is to show that in average
the displacements γj− jN(Q) are small. Here γj is the j-th Farey fraction in the interval [0, 1],
and N(Q) are the number of Farey fractions. This is not easy to show as its conjectured








is equivalent to showing that all the non trivial zeros of the
Riemann zeta function lie on the line <(s) = 1/2. Farey fractions have a natural geometric
interpretation in the form of circles in the upper half plane H tangent to the real axis. These
are called as Ford circles and were introduced in 1938 by Lester R. Ford [For38].
Definition 3.0.2. The Ford circle
Cp/q :=
{
z ∈ C :
∣∣∣∣z − (pq + i 12q2
)∣∣∣∣ = 12q2
}
is the circle in the upper-half plane tangent to the point (p/q, 0) with diameter 1/q2 (here
and in what follows we assume that p and q are relatively prime).
These circles can be viewed as the image of the set {(x, y) ∈ H : y ≥ 1} under fractional
linear transformations with integer coefficients, that is, the modular group SL(2,Z). Any
two Ford circles are either disjoint or tangent to each other. The Farey sequence FQ is in
bijection with the set of Ford circles tangent to the real line at points in the interval [0, 1]




For a fixed interval I = [α, β] ⊆ [0, 1] with rational end points and for each positive integer
Q, we consider the set FI,Q of Ford circles with centers lying on or between the vertical lines
x = α and x = β and above the horizontal line y = 1
2Q2
. Note that these are the Ford
circles that are tangent to the real axis at the rational points (p/q, 0) with p/q in the interval
I = [α, β] and q ≤ Q. Precisely,
FI,Q = {Cp/q : p/q ∈ I, q ≤ Q}.
The set of tangency points to the x-axis is
FQ ∩ I,
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where FQ is the set of Farey fractions of order Q. We write
FQ ∩ I := {p1/q1 < p2/q2 . . . < pNI(Q)/qNI(Q)},

































where in the above equalities we use the following estimates of d(n), and the average order
of φ(n).






x2 + O (x log x) .
For every ε > 0, d(n) = o(nε) (see for example [Apo76, page 296]. For other properties and
results related to Farey fractions refer to [BCZ01], [BZ05], [CZ03] and [?]. Next we define a
Farey-Ford polygon. Let us denote the circle based at pj/qj by Cj for 1 ≤ j ≤ NI(Q).
Definition 3.1.1. We construct the Farey-Ford polygon PI(Q) of order Q by
• connecting (0, 1/2) to (1, 1/2) by a geodesic.
• forming the “bottom” of the polygon by connecting the points (pj/qj, 1/2qj2) and
(pj+1/qj+1, 1/2qj+1
2) for 1 ≤ j ≤ NI(Q)− 1 by a geodesic.
We call these polygons Euclidean (respectively hyperbolic) Farey-Ford polygons if the
geodesics connecting the vertices are Euclidean (resp. hyperbolic).
Figure 4.1 shows Euclidean the Farey-Ford polygon P[0,1](5).





if x = p
q






























Figure 3.1: Euclidean Farey-Ford polygons
In other words, fn(x) is non-zero only when x is a Farey fraction of order n, in which
case fn(x) denotes the Euclidean distance from the real axis to the vertices of Farey-Ford
polygons of order n. As we let n approach infinity, the sequence 〈fn(x)〉 converges and its
limit is given by 1
2






if x = p
q
, (p, q) = 1, q > 0
0 otherwise,
which is continuous at every irrational point in [0, 1] and discontinuous at all rational points
in [0, 1].
3.2 Farey-Ford Parabolas
Certain other geometric objects, which have remarkable properties and close connections
with Farey fractions and Ford circles, were introduced in [HZ16]. We call these Farey-Ford
parabolas and they are defined as:
Definition 3.2.1 (Farey-Ford Parabola). For each rational number p with (p, q) = 1, a
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Figure 3.2: Thomae’s function on (0, 1]








Figure 3.3: Farey-Ford Parabolas
Some interesting properties of these parabolas and Ford circles were studied in [HZ16]
where the authors prove relations between the tangency of Ford circles and the points which
lie on a given Farey-Ford parabola. Let O be the family of centers of Ford circles given as
O = {Oa/q : a/q ∈ Q}.
In [HZ16], it is shown that
Theorem 3.2.1 ( [HZ16, Theorem 1]). Given rational numbers r1 = a1/q1, r2 = a2/q2 in
lowest terms, Cr1 and Cr2 of different radii, then the following holds true:
(i) The center Or2 lies on the parabola Pr1 if and only if the circles Cr1 and Cr2 are tangent.
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(ii) If the circles Cr1 and Cr2 are tangent, then the parabolas Pr1 and Pr2 intersect at exactly
two points which are the centers of two Ford circles.
(iii) If Cr1 and Cr2 are such that Cr1 is tangent to both, Cr2 is tangent to both, and Cr1 and
Cr2 are disjoint, then the parabolas Pr1 and Pr2 intersect at two centers of Ford circles,
namely Or1 and Or2 .
(iv) Reciprocity: The center Or2 lies on the parabola Pr1 if and only if Or1 lies on Pr2 .
Statement (ii) gives a necessary condition for two Ford circles to be tangent to each other
in terms of the points of intersection of two parabolas. In Chapter 5, we complement some of
these statements and we also study the points of intersection which are not centers of Ford
circles.
3.3 Geometric statistics related to Farey-Ford polygons and
parabolas
We study the asymptotic behavior of these polygons by exploring various geometric proper-
ties such as (but not limited to) areas, length and slopes of sides, and angles between sides.
Definition 3.3.1. A geometric statistic F is a measurable function F : Ω → R, where
Ω := {(x, y) ∈ (0, 1]2 : x+ y > 1}.








then (xj, yj) ∈ Ω.
Proof. For 1 ≤ j ≤ NI(Q)− 1, since qj ≤ Q, we have 0 < xj, yj ≤ 1. Using Lemma 3.0.1,










of order Q, there is a Farey fraction
pj+pj+1
qj+qj+1
which is not in FQ ∩ I as pjqj and
pj+1
qj+1
are neighbors in FQ ∩ I.
We study the average order of a geometric statistic F using its moment.
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|F (xj, yj)|. (3.3.1)
We describe how various natural geometric properties of Farey-Ford polygons can be stud-
ied using this framework.
3.3.1 Euclidean distance
Given consecutive circles Cj and Cj+1 , we consider the Euclidean distance dj between their
centers Oj and Oj+1. Note that since consecutive circles are mutually tangent, the Euclidean
geodesic connecting the centers of the circles passes through the point of tangency, and has





















, we have expressed the Euclidean distance (appro-
priately normalized) as a geometric statistic.
3.3.2 Slope
Let tj denote the Euclidean slope of the Euclidean geodesic joining the centers Oj and Oj+1






































Let θj be the angle between the Euclidean geodesic joining Oj with (pj/qj, 0) and the Eu-
clidean geodesic joining Oj with the point of tangency of the circles Cj and Cj+1. The












In order to compute θj, we complete the right angled triangle with vertices Oj, Oj+1 and the





if qj+1 > qj,
2qjqj+1
q2j−q2j+1
if qj+1 < qj.
Thus, the geometric statistic associated to tan θj is given by




if yj > xj,
2xjyj
x2j−y2j
if yj < xj.
(3.3.2)
3.3.4 Euclidean area






























































The geometric statistic (normalized) in this case is









Given consecutive circles Cj and Cj+1, we let ρj denote the hyperbolic distance between their







We shall use the following explicit formula for the hyperbolic distance
Lemma 3.3.2 ( [Kat92, Theorem 1.2.6]). For z, w ∈ H, let ρ(z, w) be the hyperbolic distance















































, we have expressed (sinh of half of) the hyperbolic distance
as a geometric statistic.
3.3.6 Hyperbolic angles
Let αj denote the angle between the hyperbolic geodesic parallel to the y-axis, passing
through the center Oj, and the hyperbolic geodesic joining the centers Oj and Oj+1. This
angle can be calculated by first computing the center of the hyperbolic geodesic joining Oj
and Oj+1. Note that the center of this geodesic lies on the x-axis. Let us denote it by (cj, 0).
Now, αj is also the acute angle formed between the line joining (cj, 0) and Oj, and the x-axis.








Consequently the geometric statistic (normalized) associated to it is








3.3.7 Euclidean area under arcs of parabolas
The geometric statistic we shall study next is the area under the arcs of a certain set of Farey-
Ford parabolas. Introduced in [HZ16], the authors define it using a real valued continuous
function on the interval [0, 1]. The real valued continuous function FQ(t) is defined as the
graph of the arc of a Farey-Ford parabola lying above the interval [pj/qj, pj+1/qj+1] where
pj/qj and pj+1/qj+1 are neighboring Farey fractions. The function FQ(t) is well defined since
the end points of this arc are exactly the centers of the Ford circles Cpj/qj and Cpj+1/qj+1 . The
function FQ is defined on sub-intervals with end points as two neighboring Farey fractions














lying above the interval [pj/qj, pj+1/qj+1]. Hence the area under these




















































where the sum in the first equality is over all pairs pj/qj and pj+1/qj+1 of neighboring Farey
fractions of order Q. Therefore, if we let F (xj, yj) =
1
3x3j (xj+yj)
, we can express the area under
the arcs of Farey-Ford parabola as a geometric statistic. The asymptotics of Area(Q) was
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An open problem left in [HZ16] was to study the oscillatory behavior of QArea(Q). Also,
a feature recognizable in numerical computations is that the oscillation and more generally
the entire graph of QArea(Q) lies below the horizontal line y =
ζ(2)
3ζ(3)
. We prove this and
the oscillatory nature of QArea(Q) by providing a sharper version of (3.3.3) in Chapter 5.
3.4 Limiting Distribution
Given a geometric statistic F, we define the limiting distribution for Ford circles GF (t) of F
(if it exists) to be the limiting proportion of Ford circles for which F exceeds t, that is,
GF (t) := lim
Q→∞
#{1 ≤ j ≤ NI(Q) : F (xj, yj) ≥ t}
NI(Q)
.
The equidistribution of a certain family of measures on Ω yields information on the dis-
tribution of individual geometric statistics GF (t) defined above, and also on the joint dis-
tribution of any finite family of shifted geometric statistics GF,n(t) defined in (3.4.1). In
particular, we can understand how all of the above statistics correlate with each other, and
can even understand how the statistics observed at shifted indices correlate with each other.















: 1 ≤ j ≤ N}. We
have [AC14, Theorem 1.3] (see also [KZ97], [Mar13]):




where dm = 2dxdy is the Lebesgue probability measure on Ω and the convergence is in the
weak-∗ topology.
As consequences, we obtain results on individual and joint distributions of geometric
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statistics.
Corollary 3.4.2. Let F : Ω → R+ be a geometric statistic and let m denote the Lebesgue
probability measure on Ω. Then for any interval I ⊂ [0, 1], the limiting distribution GF (t)
exists, and is given by





In order to obtain results on joint distributions, we will need the following crucial obser-
vation, due to Boca, Cobeli and Zaharescu Denote T : Ω→ Ω as the BCZ map,










T (xj, yj) = (xj+1, yj+1).
Let F = {F1, . . . , Fk} denote a finite collection of geometric statistics, and let n = (n1, . . . , nk) ∈
Zk and t = (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ Rk. Define GF,n(t), the (F,n)-limiting distribution for Ford circles
by the limit (if it exists),
GF,n(t) := lim
δ→0
#{1 ≤ j ≤ NI(Q) : Fi(xj+ni , yj+ni) ≥ ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}
NI(Q)
, (3.4.1)
where the subscripts are viewed modulo NI(Q). This quantity reflects the proportion of
circles with specified behavior of the statistics Fi at the indices j + ni. Corollary 3.4.2 is in
fact a special (k = 1,n = 0) case of the following.
Corollary 3.4.3. For any finite collection of geometric statistics F = {F1, . . . , Fk}, n =








(F ◦ T )−n (t1, . . . , tk) :=
k⋂
i=1
(Fi ◦ T ni)−1 (ti,∞).
Proof of Corollaries 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. As we stated before, Corollaries 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 are
both consequences of the equidistribution of a certain family of measures on the region
Ω = {(x, y) ∈ (0, 1]2 : x+ y > 1}.
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To see this, we write (with notation as in §??)










(F ◦ T )−n (t1, . . . , tk)
)
Now the results follow from applying Theorem 3.4.1 to the above expressions.
Remark (Shrinking Intervals). Versions of Corollaries 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 for shrinking intervals
IQ = [αQ, βQ] where the difference βQ−αQ is permitted to tend to zero withQ can be obtained
by replacing Theorem 3.4.1 with appropriate discretizations of results of Hejhal [Hej00] and
Strömbergsson [Str04], see [AC14, Remark 1].
3.4.1 Computations of the Tail Behavior of Geometric Statistics
For the geometric statistics listed in Section3.3, one can also explicitly compute tail behavior
of the limiting distributions, that is, the behavior of GF (t) as t→∞. We use the notation






and the notation f(x)  g(x) means that there exist positive constants c1, c2 and a constant
x0 such that for all x > x0,
c1|g(x)| ≤ |f(x)| ≤ c2|g(x)|.
We have the following result for the tail behavior of limiting distributions for various geo-
metric statistics.
Theorem 3.4.4. Consider the geometric statistics associated to the Euclidean distance,
hyperbolic distance, Euclidean slope, Euclidean area and hyperbolic angle. The limiting dis-
tribution functions associated to these have the following tail behavior:




, GF (t) ∼ 1t .








, GF (t) ∼ 12t2 .








, GF (t)  1t2 .
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, GF (t)  1t2/3 .
5. (Hyperbolic angle) for F (x, y) = 4x
5
y3
− 4xy + 16x3
y
, GF (t)  1t2/3 .
Proof. Using Corollary 3.4.2, we compute the tails of the limiting distribution of the various
geometric statistics. We begin with computing the tail behavior for Euclidean distance.






, by Corollary 3.4.2,
GF (t) = m(F
−1(t,∞)) = m
({



































≥ 2t automatically holds true. The region
bounded by lines 0 < y < 1/
√
















Therefore, 1− y < 1√
2t− 1
y2








































< α2 < α3 < 1 < α4. (3.4.2)
Hence a point (x, y) with y > 1/
√
2t belongs to Bt if and only if
1− y < x < min
1, 1√2t− 1
y2






∪ (α3, 1). (3.4.3)
Now for the measure of the set Bt minus the isosceles right triangle already discussed







= 1 i.e. y ≤ 1√
2t−1 . Employing (3.4.2) and (3.4.3), we
have that 1− y < x < 1 and 1√
2t











i.e. y ≥ 1√
2t−1 . Then, using (3.4.2) and (3.4.3), we




2t−1 < y < α2 or α3 < y < 1.


























































































GF (t) = m(Ct), where Ct :=
{






















≥ t⇒ either x ≥ y(t+
√
t2 − 1) or x ≤ y(t−
√
t2 − 1)
Since x, y ∈ Ω, we note that either













< x < 1.
Depending on the bounds of x and y, we have the following cases:







As y and t−
√




< 1, we note that y(t−
√










This implies y > 1
t+1−
√
t2−1 . Also, y(t −
√
t2 − 1) < 1 implies y < (t −
√
t2 − 1)−1 =
t +
√
t2 − 1, which always holds since y < 1 and t 1. And so in this case the range





< y < 1 and 1− y < x < y(t−
√







< x < 1. Here, we consider two cases.











t2 − 1 + 1
and the range for x and y is given by




t2 − 1 + 1
and 1− y < x < 1. (3.4.6)













t2 − 1 + 1
and y(t+
√
t2 − 1) < 1,












t2 − 1) < x < 1. (3.4.7)
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Combining all the above cases, from (3.4.5), (3.4.6) and (3.4.7), we have































































3. Euclidean slope: Recall that in this case the function F is given by










For the distribution GF (t), note that for large t, one can assume that y is very small,
x > y, and for (x, y) ∈ Ω,
F (x, y)  1
y
,
which implies that y < 1/t.
m ({(x, y) ∈ Ω : F (x, y) ≥ t})  m ({(x, y) ∈ Ω : 0 < y < 1/t, 1− y < x < 1}) .



















For large t, we have F (x, y) > t when either F (x, y)  1
x3
and x is very small, or
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F (x, y)  1
y3
and y is very small. By symmetry in x and y, we assume x is small and
therefore F (x, y)  1
x3
. Thus, for the distribution GF (t),














Thus, GF (t)  1t2/3 .
5. Hyperbolic angle: In this case, for
F (x, y) =
4x5
y3




F (x, y)  1
x5
for x small, and F (x, y)  1
y3





























































Figure 3.4: Level curves for distribution functions in the region Ω: Figure 3.4a describes








; Figure 3.4b describes the level curves for








; and, Figure 3.4c describes the level curves for
F (x, y) = 4x
5
y3





Moments of Geometric Statistics
4.1 Moments of Euclidean distances joining vertices of Farey-Ford
polygons





. Recall from Section 4.3.1 from Chapter 2 that this is the statistic associated to
the Euclidean distance between the centers of two neighboring Ford circles. The k-moment













is the Euclidean distance between the centers Oj and Oj+1.







where here and in what follows, Y denotes a real variable and the positive integer Q is a
function of Y ; more precisely, Q is the integer part of Y . Although, as Q increases, the
sequence of individual distances D(QQ,j, OQ,j+1) changes wildly as more and more circles
of various sizes appear between any two given circles, the k-averages Ak,I(X) satisfy nice
asymptotic formulas.
4.1.1 Main Results
We summarize our first result in this chapter in the form of the following theorem which
gives an asymptotic formula for the average of the first moment A1,I(X).
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Asymptotic formula for A1,I(X)
Theorem 4.1.1. Fix an interval I := [α, β] ⊆ [0, 1] with α, β ∈ Q, and let Ak,I(X) be










When we let I to be the full interval [0, 1], one gets a better hold on the error term and

















where c0 > 0 is an absolute constant.
Averages of the second moment
Theorem 4.1.3. For I as in Theorem 4.1.1 and k = 2 in (4.1.2),













where B2(I) and D2(I) are constants depending only on the interval I.
We remark that here also for the full unit interval, one gets a better estimate on the error






























Averages of the third moment
Theorem 4.1.5. For I as in Theorem 4.1.1 and k ≥ 3 in (4.1.2),







where Bk(I) is a constant depending on k and the interval I.

















To prove our theorems we will need some auxiliary results.
Abel’s identity
Lemma 4.1.7 ( [Apo76, Theorem 4.2]).
∑
x<n≤y




where a : N → C is an arithmetic function, 0 < x < y are real numbers, f : [x, y] → C
is a function with continuous derivative on [x, y], and A(t) :=
∑
1≤n≤t a(n) and A(t) = 0 if
t < 1.
Perron type formulas
Theorem 4.1.8. Let F (s) =
∑∞
n=1 ann
−s be a Dirichlet series with abscissa of convergence
σc, A(t) =
∑























on the new summatory function
∑




























Some of the standard bounds for ζ(s) and 1
ζ(s)
we use in our proof of moments are as follows:
Theorem 4.1.9.















, 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1,
O (log t) , 1 ≤ σ ≤ 2,






O (log t) , 1 ≤ σ ≤ 2,
O (1) , σ ≥ 2.
For a proof, see [Tit86], pages 47-50. We also use the Vinogradov-Korobov zero free region.
Theorem 4.1.10.
ζ(s) 6= 0 for σ ≥ 1−B(log t)−2/3(log log t)−1/3





(log t)2/3(log log t)1/3
)
.
See [Vin58] and [Kor58] for a proof of this. Below we record some basic properties of Farey
series.
Properties of Farey fractions
Using the characterization of consecutive Farey fractions, we have
Lemma 4.1.11. If a′/q′ < a/q are two neighboring Farey fractions of order Q, Then the
conditions a′/q′ ∈ (α, β] and a/q ∈ (α, β] are equivalent to
q̄ ∈ [q′ − q′β, q′ − q′α), and q̄′ ∈ (qα, qβ], (4.1.7)
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respectively.
Proof. For two neighbouring Farey fractions a′/q′ < a/q of order Q, we have, q′a− qa′ = 1.
This implies that a′ ≡ −q̄ (mod q′), where x̄ (mod n) denotes the multiplicative inverse of
x (mod n) in the interval [1, n] for positive integers x and n with gcd(x, n) = 1.
Incomplete Kloosterman’s sums
Let m,n, q denote positive integers and x be any integer. If gcd(x, q) = 1, let x̄ be the











Weil [Wei48] showed that for any odd prime p such that p - mn,
|S(m,n, p)| ≤ 2√p.
Later Estermann [Est61] obtained the following estimate for any positive integer q.
Lemma 4.1.12.
|S(m,n, q)| ≤ d(q)√q gcd(m,n, q)1/2.
4.1.3 General Setup
In this section, we fix a positive integer k and express the k-th moment Mk,I in terms
of the Euler-phi function and the Mobius function. Next, we rewrite Ak,I as an integral
involving the Riemann zeta function, and then shift the path of integration based on the
Vinogradov-Korobov zero free region.
































































































































































where the last equality can be justified by recalling that the Farey fractions in FI(Q) are
the pairs (a, q) such that 1 ≤ q ≤ Q and a/q ∈ (α, β], and gcd(a, q) = 1. Without loss of
generality, we assume that for large Q, the end-points of the interval I = [α, β] are Farey





























































S ′k dY +Rk(I). (4.1.11)
We first draw our attention to the integral for Sk and prove the following











































































































































































































=: Sk,1 − Sk,2 + Sk,3. (4.1.13)
We first estimate the sum Sk,2.










where C2k,I is a fixed constant depending only on k and I.





























































In order to estimate Sk,3, we consider the two cases k = 1 and k ≥ 2 separately as below.








































































∣∣∣∣ = O( log2XX
)
. (4.1.16)



















ζ(s+ 2k − 1)
ζ(s+ 2k)
,
which converges for <(s) > 2− 2k. For a complex number s, we write s = σ + it. Applying
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Xsζ(s+ 2k − 1)
s(s+ 1)ζ(s+ 2k)
ds. (4.1.17)
Fix T, U > 0 such that 2 ≤ T ≤ X, X2 ≤ U ≤ X2k and c = a
logX
for some absolute
constant a > 0. Let
d = −2k + 1− A
(log 2T )2/3(log log 2T )1/3
,
where A will be a suitably chosen absolute constant. In order to evaluate the above integral,
we modify the path of integration from c− iU to c+ iU along the line segments lj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 9
described below.
We let l1 be the half line from c+ iU to c+ i∞, l2 be the line segment from −2k+ 1 + iU to
c+ iU , l3 be the line segment from −2k+1+ iT to −2k+1+ iU, l4 be the line segment from
d+ iT to −2k+ 1 + iT , l5 be the line segment from d− iT to d+ iT, l6 be the line segment
from −2k+ 1− iT to d− iT , l7 be the line segment from −2k+ 1− iU to −2k+ 1− iT, l8
be the line segment with endpoints −2k + 1 − iU and c − iU , and lastly let l9 be the half
line from c − i∞ to c − iU . The main contribution on the right side of (5.2.2) comes from
the residues at the poles of the function
fk(s) :=
Xsζ(s+ 2k − 1)
s(s+ 1)ζ(s+ 2k)
,











where Ji is the integral of fk(s) along li. Here the sum
∑
Res(fk(s)) is taken over all the
poles of fk(s) inside the region bounded by segments l2, l3, . . . , l8 and the vertical segment




and the Vinogradov-Koroborov zero free region from (4.1.10).
4.1.4 Proof of Theorem 4.1.1
Using identities from the general set-up from the previous section, we provide a proof of
Theorem 4.1.1.
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S1 dY = S1,1 − S1,2 + S1,3. (4.1.21)
The sums S1,2 and S1,3 have already been estimated in (4.1.14) and (4.1.16) respectively. In
order to estimate S1,1, we bound the integrals Jm in (5.2.3) as follows. One has
|J1|, |J9| = O
(∫ ∞
U
|Xc+it||ζ(c+ 1 + it)|



















|J2|, |J8| = O
(∫ c
−1
|Xσ+iU ||ζ(1 + σ + iU)|





















































|J4|, |J6| = O
(∫ −1
d
|Xσ+iT ||ζ(1 + σ + iT )|













































|Xd+it||ζ(1 + d+ it)|































where c0 and c1 are suitable positive absolute constants. Here, in the prescribed region, f1(s)

































This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1.1.
Remark. In the case of the full interval I = [0, 1], we observe that R1([0, 1]) = 0 in (4.1.19)
and S1,2 = 0 = S1,3 in (4.1.13). Therefore, S1,1 in (4.1.21) is the only term which contributes
















as claimed in (??).
4.1.5 Proof of Theorem 4.1.3 and Theorem 4.1.5










Sk dY = Sk,1 − Sk,2 + Sk,3.
Estimates for Sk,2 and Sk,3 for k ≥ 2 have already been obtained in (4.1.14) and (4.1.15).









can be obtained as before where we set U = X2k. In this case, the corresponding function
fk(s) has poles at s = 0, s = −1 and s = 2 − 2k in the region described before. All these















One can estimate the line integrals Jm of the function f1(s) along li for 1 ≤ i ≤ 9 in (5.2.3)



































































for k ≥ 2 in (4.1.11).




















































S ′2 dY +R2(I). (4.1.24)































We remark in passing that the saving in the exponent above (from −2 to −21/10) was








































































This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.3.












































































































S ′k dY +Rk(I). (4.1.25)
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For any positive integer m, let Lm denote the set
Lm :=
{
l ∈ N : l > m,Q−m < l ≤ Q, gcd(m, l) = 1,
l̄ (mod m) ∈ (mα,mβ], m̄ (mod l) ∈ [l − lβ, l − lα)
}
.
















As noted earlier in Chapter 3, Lemma 3.0.1 (i), when q and r are denominators of neigh-
bouring Farey fractions in FQ, then r + q > Q. Therefore, q > r implies q > Q/2 and for
r > q, we have r > Q/2. Also,∑
q∈Lr
1 = O (φ(r)) and
∑
r∈Lq
1 = O (φ(q)) .


































































Here on the far right side, the first logQ may be replaced by 1 unless i = k − 1, and the
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This combined with (4.1.23) and (4.1.25) yields
Ak,I =










for k ≥ 3,
which completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.5.































=: Σ1,i + Σ2,i + Σ3,i.
First we estimate the sum Σ1,i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 2. Note that in this case r < Q/2, therefore
































































Using (4.1.26), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 2,
Σ1,i =






















= O (x) ,








































































4.2 Moments of angles and hyperbolic distances
The following results concern the growth of the moments MF,I,δ for the geometric statistics
expressed in terms of hyperbolic distances and angles.
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4.2.1 Main Results


















where MF,I,δ(F) is defined as in (3.3.1), CI is a constant depending only on the interval I,
ε is any positive real number, and Q is the integer part of 1√
2δ
. The implied constant in the
Big O-term depends on the interval I and ε.
Theorem 4.2.2. For any real number δ > 0, any interval I = [α, β] ⊂ [0, 1] and F (x, y) as




Q2 + O (Q logQ) ,
where MF,I,δ(F) is defined as in (3.3.1), and Q is the integer part of 1√2δ . The implied
constant in the Big O-term depends on the interval I.
4.2.2 Proof of Theorem 4.2.1
In order to prove the above results, we use the following key analytic lemma.
Lemma 4.2.3 ( [BCZ01, Lemma 2.3]). Suppose that 0 < a < b are two real numbers, and q




















Recall that ρj denotes the hyperbolic distance between consecutive centers of Ford circles






































Proof of Theorem 4.2.1. Let q̄′ denote the unique multiplicative inverse of q′ modulo q in




1 if (q, q′) = 1 and q̄′ ∈ [qα, qβ],
0 otherwise ,
. (4.2.3)
Using Weil type estimates (see Lemma 4.1.12, [Hoo57], [Wei48]) for Kloosterman sums, the
partial sum of aq(q
′) was estimated in [BCZ01]. More precisely, by [BCZ01, Lemma 1.7], for







































Note that it suffices to estimate the first sum above because of the symmetry in q and q′.



















































=: S1 + S2 + S3. (4.2.6)



































































































































































where g(q) := −Q2
2q


































































+ O (Q logQ) . (4.2.11)
Next, we estimate the sum S2 in (4.2.6). Recall that since q

























































= O (QL) , (4.2.14)
Setting L = Q3/4, and from (4.2.11), (4.2.13), (4.2.14), and (4.2.6), we obtain the first









4.2.3 Proof of Theorem 4.2.2
First we consider the case when qj+1 is smaller than qj. Let θj denote the angle for the circle
Cj. Then, the sum of the angles for both circles is given by θj +
π
2
− θj+1 + π2 = π. Similarly,












Q2 + O (logQ) .
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4.3 Generalized Farey-Ford Polygon
Ford circle packing is formed by placing one Ford circle in the interstice between two tangent
Ford circles touching the x axis. In this section, we consider generalized Ford circle packing
as in [GM10]. These are formed by filling two circles instead of one in the gap between
tangent Ford circles. In this packing, the circles touch the real axis at the points of the form
(p
√
2/q, 0) and have radius 1/2q2 or 1/q2 depending on whether p is odd or even.
For a given positive integer Q, we focus our attention to circles with centers above the line
y = δ := 1
2Q2
and which are tangent to the x-axis at the points of the form (p
√
2/q, 0) where
p is an odd positive integer such that p
√
2/q ∈ I = [α, β] ⊆ [0, 1]. These circles are colored
in red. In other words, red circles are those generalized Ford circles whose curvatures are 2
times the square of an integer and their centers lie in the bounded region determined by the
lines x = α, x = β and y = δ, y = 1.
These red circles are not necessarily mutually tangent, however any two such are either
tangent or disjoint. And it can be shown that between any two consecutive (ordered accord-
ing to abscissa of their centers) red circles, there is a unique generalized Ford circle which is
tangent to both the red circles. We color such circles in blue. Note that the union of the red
and blue circles, which we denote by fF̂I,δ form a chain and one can traverse from one center
to the other via the tangent point. Moreover, the tangent points of red circles on the real line
correspond to the Farey fractions in FI(Q) with odd numerators. The tangency points on
the real line for the remaining blue circles in F̂I,δ are the Farey fractions in FI(Q) with even
numerators and a fraction corresponding to the unique circle tangent to and between two
red circles. The denominator of this fraction is greater than Q and hence does not belong
to FI(Q). Denote the set of tangency points of F̂I,δ on the x-axis as
F̂I,δ = {r1/s1 < r2/s2 . . . < rGNI(Q)/sGNI(Q)},
where GN I(Q) is the cardinality of the above set which grows quadratically in Q.





2, 1/2) by a geodesic and we form the bottom of the polygon by connecting the centers of
the circles with tangent points at rj/sj and rj+1/sj+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ GN I(Q)−1 by a geodesic.























Figure 4.1: Generalized Farey-Ford polygon
4.3.1 Moments of Euclidean distances
Consider the first moment of the Euclidean distance between center of two neighboring circle





where D(A,B) denotes the Euclidean distance between the points A and B. We show that

























































Using (4.1.26), the estimate for the sum of first two expressions is


















































In order to compute S3, we use Lemma 4.1.7. Let us denote Iq := [q



























=: Σ1 − Σ2 − Σ3.
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Similar computations for Σ2 and Σ3 yields


























































Asymptotic analysis of geometric quantities related to
Farey-Ford parabolas
In this chapter, we study properties of Farey-Ford parabolas and examine their connection
with Ford circles. We begin with characterizing the intersection points of these parabolas in
terms of tangent Ford circles.
In Theorem 3.2.1, besides proving other relations between the tangency of Ford circles
and the points which lie on a given parabola, the following is shown to hold true:
“Given rational numbers r1 and r2 in lowest terms and Ford circles Cr1 and Cr2 of different
radii, if the circles Cr1 and Cr2 are tangent, then the parabolas Pr1 and Pr2 intersect at exactly
two points which are the centers of two Ford circles.”
This gives a necessary condition for two Ford circles to be tangent to each other in terms
of the points of intersection of two parabolas. Theorem 5.1.1 in Section 5.1 yields a sufficient
condition for this to hold true as well as analyzes the points of intersection which are not
centers of Ford circles. In Theorem 5.1.2 in Section 5.1, we study the distribution of the
geometric statistic associated to a Farey-Ford parabola described in Section 3.3.7.
5.1 Main Results






and Pr1 and Pr2 denote the Hutchinson-Zaharescu
parabolas at r1 and r2.









(a, q) = 1 and m0 ∈ Z.








where (a0, q0) = 1 and m0 ∈ Z. There exists two
Hutchinson-Zaharescu parabolas such that p0 is a point of intersection of them.
Remark. Note that part (1) of Theorem 5.1.1 proves that if two such parabolas intersect at
exactly two points which are the centers of two Ford circles then the two Ford circles are
tangent to each other.
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5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1.1
Proof of part (1). Solving the equation of the two parabolas Pr1 and Pr2 , we get two points
























































, where (a, q) = 1 and m0 ∈ Z.








, with (a, q) = 1 and m0 ∈ Z is the
center of a Ford circle then m20 = 1 which implies (a2q1 − a1q2)2 = 1 ⇒ a2q1 − a1q2 =
1 or a1q2 − a2q1 = 1. In either case since a1 < q1 and a2 < q2, the Farey fractions a1q1 and
a2
q2















are tangent to each other.





































Now a1, a2 ∈ Z if and only if a0q ∓ m0 ≡ 0 (mod q0). This implies that q ≡ a−10 (±m0)
(mod q0). Note that a
−1
0 (mod q0) exists since gcd(a0, q0) = 1. Let ā0 be such that a0ā0 ≡ 1
(mod q0) and a0ā0−1 = bq0 for some b ∈ Z.Using this we obtain two values of q corresponding
to a1 and a2 in (5.2.1) as
q1 := ā0m0 + t1q0 ; q2 := −ā0m0 + t2q0 for some t1, t2 ∈ Z. (5.2.2)
Our goal is to show that there exists a t1, t2 in Z such that gcd(a1, q1) = 1 and gcd(a2, q2) = 1.
Substituting q1 in a1 and q2 in a2 in equation (5.2.1) we get,
a1 =
a0ā0m0 + t1a0q0 −m0
q0
=
(a0ā0 − 1)m0 + t1a0q0
q0
= bm0 + t1a0. (5.2.3)
a2 =
−a0ā0m0 + t2a0q0 +m0
q0
=
−(a0ā0 − 1)m0 + t2a0q0
q0
= −bm0 + t2a0. (5.2.4)
Since gcd(a0, q0) = 1 there exists integers a3 and q3 such that
∣∣∣∣∣a0 a3q0 q3
∣∣∣∣∣ = 1. This gives
gcd(q1, a1) = gcd(q1a0 − a1q0, q1a3 − a1q3), (5.2.5)
and similarly
gcd(q2, a2) = gcd(q2a0 − a2q0, q2a3 − a2q3). (5.2.6)
Using (5.2.5) and substituting the values of a1, q1 from (5.2.2) and (5.2.3) we obtain,
gcd(q1, a1) = gcd(ā0a0m0 + t1a0q0 − bm0q0 − t1a0q0, ā0a3m0 + t1a3q0 − bq3m0 − t1a0q3)
= gcd(ā0a0m0 − bm0q0, t1(a3q0 − a0q3) + ā0a3m0 − bq3m0)
= gcd(ā0a0m0 − bm0q0,−t1 + ā0a3m0 − bq3m0)
= gcd(m0,−t1 + ā0a3m0 − bq3m0),
where we used the fact that a0q3 − a3q0 = 1 and ā0a0 − bq0 = 1. Let N1 := ā0a3m0 − bq3m0.
Choose t1 = m0k1 + 1 +N1 for some k1 ∈ Z. Therefore
gcd(q1, a1) = gcd(m0, N1 − t1) = gcd(m0,−m0k − 1) = 1.
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A similar computation gives
gcd(q2, a2) = gcd(−m0, t2 + bq3m0 − ā0a3m0)
and a suitable choice of t2, say t2 = m0k2 + 1 −N1 for some k2 ∈ Z proves gcd(q2, a2) = 1.
Thus, p0 lies on the parabolas Pa1/q1 and Pa2/q2 .
5.3 Proof of Theorem 5.1.2
In this section we provide a proof of Theorem 5.1.2. We first rewrite the expression for
the area Area(Q) in terms of neighboring Farey fractions of order Q. To do this, we follow
the work from [HZ16] and reproduce part of it here for completion. Recall that Area(Q) =∫ 1
0








for t ∈ [a/q, a′/q′]. Integrating FQ(t) over























Note that a′q − aq′ = 1 since a/q and a′/q′ are neighboring Farey fractions. Using this, the




























where the sum in the first equality is over all pairs (a/q) and (a′/q′) of neighboring Farey




























































To estimate the above sums, we break the sum over d into two sub intervals. For a fixed real































:= S1 + S2. (5.3.2)
We first estimate the absolute value of the sum S2 and will include it in the remainder. Often
in our proof we will be using the following estimates for averages of the Möbius function and
the unit function which can be obtained by direct application of the Euler’s summation


























































In order to compute the remaining sum S1 in the expression for Area(Q), we rewrite the





































































































= S11 + S12 + S13. (5.3.5)







In order to estimate S11, we split the second sum over m into two sums. For a fixed real































=: S111 + S112 (5.3.7)
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We now estimate S111. To do this we use power series expansion on the summand in the








































































































































































































































































Let us substitute this asymptotic formula in the expression for S111 in (5.3.8) and write the













































We estimate the tail S112 in (5.3.7) by using Euler’s summation formula twice on the sums





















































































































Finally, we estimate the contribution of the first term in (5.3.11) to the sum S112. For this











































































































































































Combining all these estimates for the integral and the error terms and substituting them in
























































































The two equations (5.3.8) and (5.3.13) yield an asymptotic formula for S11 in (5.3.7). Now
for a choice of α between 1/2 and 2/3 and choosing β such that 2/3 < β < 1, we get an

































Finally, we are left to estimate S12 in (5.3.5). We do this using power series expansion on




















































































































in the above equation is bounded as the absolute value
converges to 1
ζ(2)
















Choosing α = 7
12












































Note that the choice of α here is not optimal and one can choose α to be any real number
between 1/2 and 2/3. Finally, combining (5.3.2), (5.3.4) and (5.3.18) we obtain the following




















































in the expression for Area(Q) causes the oscillatory
behavior of the function Area(Q). We prove this by showing S(Q) to be an oscillatory
function in Q.







is an oscillatory function in Q.
Proof. To see this, consider two sequences such that one of them is formed by the product







































































The first sum is zero since for d|Q0n, {
Q0n
d
} = 0. The second sum also vanishes since if d - Q0n,







} ≤ 1. Therefore as n goes to infinity, Q0n goes to infinity and S(Q0n) tends to zero. Now























































} = 0 and the last sum can be bounded by 1
Q1n
.
However, in the second sum, the terms corresponding to d’s which are product of distinct

























































In the second last equality, χ1 is the Dirichlet character modulo 2 and the value of L(2, χ1) =
π2
8
. Combining (5.3.19) and (5.3.20) and the above facts we get that as n tends to infinity,
Q1n goes to infinity and S(Q
1




In conclusion, we find two distinct sequences (Q0n)n∈N and (Q
1
n)n∈N of positive integers both
diverging to infinity such that the sequences (S(Q0n))n∈N and (S(Q
1
n))n∈N converge to two
distinct values, 0 and − 1
π2
respectively. This shows that as Q goes to infinity, S oscillates
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between the values 0 and − 1
π2
. Therefore S(Q) is an oscillatory function in Q.
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